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THE TBOMISTIC APPROACH TO A KNOWLEDGE OF GOP

There Is, today, a dire need for a philosophy which will put
order into the chaos of modern thought; which will give mankind
a refuge from neo-pagan racialism and atheistic communism; which
will save man from himself; and which will relnthrone basic moral
ity in its rightful place in the lives of individuals.

There is

need for re-enllghtenment as to the fact and approach to the exis
tence of God and the necessary relationship between Him and man.
Contemporary thinking has attempted to deny these basic and allimportant truths.

The new fad of anti-Intellectuallsm seems to

have erased the minds of men.

Agnostic!am and Godlessness, coupled

with an utter lack of moral principles, is polluting man’s think
ing and certainly his mode of living.

Evidently we are reaping

the disheartening fruits— if such they are of the older Positiv
ism, Senalam, and Empiricism.

Now the Positivists, the Sensists,

end the Bmplrioiats* accept only that knowledge which can be
known directly through the senses, that which we obtain by ob
servation and experimentation.

It is maintained that since we

eannot put God under a microscope and see Him, He does not exist.
o
Of course, at the opposite extreme there are some who main
\

tain that God’s existence can be proved by our consciousness alone.
Sense knowledge is unnecessary.
somehow know Him intuitively.
1.
2.

Yet we can know God; and we can
This idealistic approach is just

There are several varieties, but basically all can be iden
tified.
Their numbers are fast waning.

•*2**

as inconsistent as that of thepositivist*
We said there is heed fora philosophy which will put order
into contemporary choatio thought— the chaos of activity will
then and only then disappear. The noblest and most

important

task of philosophy is found inthe highest realm of metaphysics
— natural theology— which offers adequate proof for the existence
of a God distinct from the world and a God who knows what His
creatures do*

fake away God and there Is no law* no natural

right, no end for man outside himself (and any other end is ab
surd

no happiness, and no order*

It is the purpose of this paper

to show that there is a God*
we will be neither materialistic nor idealistic, but will
follow a via media, wherein lies the virtue and prudence of Thomistie philosophy*

To acquire any knowledge whatsoever both the

material and the immaterial must be employed*

We will endeavor

to show how this is true*
Agnostics would have us believe that all knowledge is invalid
and that we just cannot know whether or not God exists*

But we

shall show that knowledge is something real, that we can have
knowledge, that we can know God’s existence*
The philosophy of St. Thomas is based upon being— the sine
qua non of all knowledge*

"As soon as our intellect is aroused

and comes in contact with reality, the very first object of our
knowledge, the first concept we form,— no matter what the thing
that has infringed on our senses,— la that of being, of something
that is."1
1.

The notion of being is the simplest of all concepts.

Olgiati, The Key to the Study of St. Thomas, p. 23.

for it has the narrowest Intention or comprehension and the
widest

possible extension*

Xt is also the most indefinite con

cept since it is divorced of all limitation and attribution*

We

cannot define being sinoe that would give it limits or attributes}
but we are all aware of it*

Being denotes anything which exists

or can exist in past, present, or future*
whatever is, is being*

It envelopes all, for

Without being there would be no knowledge,

for, since being is the sine qua non of all knowledge, it is the
formal object of the intellect.

Being is that about which the

Intellect is formally concerned, just as the faculty of vision is
formally concerned with color.^
Knowledge is a b&sio fact of experience*
of the fact that we possess knowledge*

We are all aware

But how do we arrive at

knowledge} and how oan we certify its validity?

St. Thomas tells

us that

there are three requisites for knowledge, namelya

the

subject

knowing, the object known, and the union of subject and

object*

we must have a subject which is capable of knowing, an

object which can be known, and an act by which the two are united.
Row let ua see in what manner the union of subject and ob
ject is

brought about, how the subjectreoeives its object*

what

ever is received is received according to the nature of the re
ceiver.

The knowing subject does not take the external reality

bodily into Itself in order to know it*

The intelleot does not

consume an apple in the manner that a man does in eating it*
But instead, it receives it in an immaterial way.

The intellect

is a spiritual faculty and cannot receive into Itself a material
1*

of* Olgiatl, The Key to the Study of St. Thomas, p, 26

object.

Then* In order to be known» the external reality must

first be reduced to the nature of the Intellect.

And the more

completely can the objects be reduoed to the Intellectual nature*
the better can subject and object be assimilated* and the more
perfect becomes our knowledge.

Our knowledge of an object is

perfect when we have acquired its complete essence.

This process

of cognition is performed without the actual object being affect
ed at all.

BTo know a thing Is to get the thing into one's self*

to grasp it* to possess it, and yet to leave the thing in its own
proper state unaffeoted by the fact that it is possessed* grasped*
known.

To grasp a thing and leave It unaffeoted by the grasp; to

possess a thing and leave it unaltered by the act of possession;
to get a thing'into one's head* end leave it where it Is— this it
is 'to know* the thing.
If knowledge depends upon the union of subject and object
and if the object is known according to the nature of the subject*
It follows that the knowableness of the object depends on its im
materiality.

The Angello Doctor tells us that the concept of

knowledge and the concept of materiality are opposites* and that
the more immaterial things are* the more knowable they are.

One

principle of materiality is that it is the capacity for a thing
to become something else.

The immaterial subject— the intelleot

— and the immaterialised material object unite to become know
ledge.

The subject and object are assimilated.

St. Thomas makes clear to us that there are two kinds of
knowledge in man— the sensory and the intellectual.
1.

Qlenn, Criteriology* p. 15.

In our process

of cognition wo first got sensory knowledge and then attain to
intellectual knowledge.
It is fitting for us at this point to go briefly through the
process of cogpltlon.

First we must considor the sensing process

to see how our senses JLsaaaterialise the object.
All of our sensing begins with the external senses (sight*
hearing* smell* taste* end touoh).

When an object stimulates a

sense* it is said to be impressed upon the sense through the
means of the sense organ.

Reacting to this impression the sen

tient organism (In this case* of man) is aware not only of the
impression but of the external object.
tree.
eye*

Let us suppose we see a

An image of the tree Is Impressed upon the retina of the
This impressed Image then excites the optic nerve and is

taken into the sight organ, where It is then the lntra-organlc
object of the sight operation.

We now see the object— tree.

Al

though we are not aware of it, what we see* first and foremost*
is this intra-organio object— the medium by which we see the extra-organio* the trana-subjeotlve objeot.

The lntra-organlc ob

ject (also called impressed species) is an image of the trans
sub jeat iva object, Impressed upon the sense and received within
the sense organ.1
The extra-organic object of the external senses is trans
sub Jeotlve.

By this we moan It is something which is really out

there in the world of knowable realities and does not exist in the
mind only.

The external objeot passes over into the sentient

being as sense knowledge.
1.

"The trans-subJeotlve world is the

of. Glenn* Psychology, p. 266.

world of knowabie realities which do not depend upon the knowing»
creature for existence in fact hut only for exlstenoe In know
ledge; not for being hut for being known!!1

The tree exists out

their in reality regardless of my knowing it.

And I can know that

it does exist there in reality.
How that we have reviewed the sense process# let us sxaralne
the intellectual process*

The faculty of intellectual knowledge

is the intellect, a spiritual faculty*

m

may define the intell

ect as the supra-org&nic faculty which knows things In an essen
tial and non-material way*

It pierces through the accidentals

presented by the senses and grasps the essential reality of the
object*

It utilises the findings of the senses by abstracting

the essences from the objects presented*
things in an immaterial way.

The intellect knows

It does not take the actual object

into ltaelf, but abstracts the essence from It*
knows things in an essential way*

The intellect

"By my intellect I know what

tree means,— not just this tree or these trees, but tree in gene
ral, tree as suoh*1,2

By thus coming to the knowledge of the

essences of many external objects we come to the concepts of such
abstract things as unity, goodness, truth, love, being, etc*
Goodness does not exist outside of the mind as a particular,
material being, but exists in the mind with a fundamentum

in re*

The intellect, having abstracted the essences of many things,
sees that there is goodness in all these things*

The same holds

true for the other abstract ideas*
Similarly we come to the knowledge of spiritual beings*
1*
2*

Glenn, Psychology, p* 268*
Ibid*, p* 291*

We

have just seen that wo can coma to a knowledge of things that
are non-material,

we get the concept that the intellect is

spiritual because it is devoid of matter and knows things in an
immaterial way.
intellect.

We get the idea of our own soul from that of the

The soul is an immaterial substance* and a substance

Is that which exists per se— in itself; while an accident is that
which exists in something else.
either per ee or per accidens,
the redness exists in the apple.

Every form of reality must exist
an apple exists in itself; while
The apple is a substance* for

it does not exist in something else.

The substance of the apple

is Its essence.

We can perceive the apple because of its acci

dents.

is the soul a substance because it is that which

Likewise

exists in itself.

It does not exist in some other being.

We

know the soul through its accidents— its manifestations.
have seen that the intellect is a spiritual faculty.

We

Therefore

It m a t itself come from a spiritual substance— the soul.

The

proof briefly end concisely stated is thus:
"The human soul is the subject or source of vari
ous spiritual activities; but the subject or source of
spiritual activities must be itself a spiritual being;
therefore the soul must be a spiritual being. The minor
premise is merely a particular application of the axiom*
that the operation of an agent follows its nature* ac
tio sequitur esse. As the being is* so must It act."1
The idea of the spiritual being is only indirectly dependent
on external experience.

Being la presented to the mind; the

being calls out for a sufficient reason of its existence.
changing being or any effect demands an adequate cause.

Finite

Effects

which are in the nature of the case transcendent of matter demand
1.

Maher, Psychology, p. 469

a cause itself freed from all the limitations of matter, suet as
extension, parts, actual divisibility* place (except in natural
relation to matter)* physical time* etc.

In other words the mind

conceives what the senses cannot grasp* much less adequately "ex
press*.

But the senses have presented the mind with phenomena

which are seen by the mind to be effects.

Now we must remember

that the concept of God as a spiritual being, which He must be,
will partake in general of the thought elements of any spiritual
reality.

But our idea of God is analogical} it is the idea of

the spiritual being.

Hence it is an idea of the spiritual being

who "has" utterly none of the relative imperfections of a finite
spiritual being.

All realities under God have being.

He is being.

Be must also remember that the concept of being is predicated of
different realities by way of analogy.

To sum up*

the concept

of a spiritual substantial being is the concept of a being not
limited by the imperfections of matter.

The concept of God is

the concept of The Spiritual Substantial Being not limited by the
perfections of the caused being* much less by the imperfections
of matter.
We can validly come to a knowledge of the Spiritual Being*
God, although we must do so indirectly by the means of sensible
things* as St. Thomas confirms.
"Our natural knowledge begins from sense. Hence*
our natural knowledge can go as far as it can be led by
sensible things. Our minds cannot be led by sense so
far as to see the essence of God} because the sensible
effects of God do not equal the power of God as their
cause. Hence* from the knowledge of sensible things
the whole power of God cannot be known; nor can His
essence be seen. But because they are His effects and
depend on their cause* we can be led by them so far as
to know that God exists* and to know of Him what must

necessarily belong to Him as the first cause of all
things, exceeding all things caused by Him,"-1
Since, in creation we find only the analogy of God, our idea
of God le analogical*

We have no direct knowledge of God, but

icuat know Him through His acts*

Material things will of course

not give us a full knowledge of God; but we can know Him*

We

can rise to the concept of God, Who is pure spirit— pure spiri
tual substance*
"Some things true of God are beyond all the compe
tence of human reason, as that God is three in one* Other
things there are to whioh even reason can attain, as the
existence and unity of God, which philosophers have prov
ed to a demonstration under the guidance of the light
of human reason alone* That there are points of abso
lute intelligibility in Cod altogether beyond the com
pass of human reason, most manifestly appears* For,
since the leading principle of all knowledge of any sub
ject Is an understanding of the thing’s innermost being
or substance,*** it follows that the mode of our know
ledge of the substance must be the mode of our knowledge
of whatever we know about the substance..* The human
understanding cannot go so far by its own natural power
as to grasp His substance, since under the conditions
of the present life the knowledge of our understanding
commences with sens©; and therefore objects beyond
sense cannot be grasped by human understanding, except
so far as knowledge is gathered of them through the
senses. But the things of sense cannot lead our under
standing to read in thorn the essence of the divine sub
stance, inasmuch as they are effects inadequate to the
power that caused them, nevertheless, our understand
ing is thereby led to some knowledge of God, namely,
of His existence and other attributes that must ne
cessarily be attributed to the first oause. There are,
therefore, seme points of intelligibility in God access
ible to human reason."2
The first and basic operation of the human intellect is
simple apprehending, which consists in the forming of concepts*
The intellect "forms" concepts from the understandable realities
which constitute its objeot.

In forming an idea the intellect

actually acts in two capacities*
1*
2*

The Intellectus agens (active

Summa Theologica, X, q. 12, a* 12.
Contra Gentiles, I, o* 3*

Intellect} abstracte the essences from the sense findings? while
the intellectus possibilis {passive intellect) receives or grasps
those essences» which the intellectus agens abstracted.
The senses perceive external objects in the manner already
shown.^

“These sense-flndings are retained and hold ’re-present*

in the inner sense called imagination*“2

The intellectus agens

then» like an X-ray, acts upon the sense-finding? and strips away
the non-essentials, and reveals the understandable essenoe aa
such, which essence is called the intelligible species.

For

example, I see a number of different individual men, come short,
some tall, some black, some white.

From the imagination*s re

presence of the© the intellectus agens abstracts Just the essen
tial notes.

The essence man is now the abstracted essence, the

intelligible species.
The intellectus ©gens now takes the intelligible species
and impresses it upon the intellectus possibilis where it becomes
the Impressed species.

The intellectus possibilis reacts to the

impression and grasps its meaning.

The intellect now knows the

object for it has grasped Its essence.

I now have an idea.

This

idea I have received is universal, i.e., the idea I have of a man
applies to any and every man.

In matter, man is out there in

reality? he is individualised and concrete.

But in fora, man

exists mentally? I have a mental universal concept of him.

To

summarize, “The Universal an such exists in the mind, and has its
universality from the mind, but it is based on reality outside
the mind inasmuch as it is verified (not as a universal but as a
1.
2.

Supra, pp. 5-6.
Glenn, Psychology, p. 305.

thing» as an essence) In each individual that has the essence
whioh the universal Idea represents."*
Zdeaa are merely the elements of knowledge» whereas Judg
ments are the fundamental processes of thought•
Is the second operation of the intellect.

The Judgment

The mind takes two

ideas» compares them, notices points of Identity or difference,
end pronounces that they agree or disagree.

Thus the intellect

takes the two ideas man and rational» compares them and pronounces
the Judgment, "Man is rational.”
The crowning step in the process of thought is reasoning.
In most oases the intellect is unable to render Judgjaent by simply
comparing ideas.

The two ideas to be compared are probably not

clear in their Implications.

The Intellect will therefore have

to bring in a third idea whose relation is known to both of the
other two.

Through the medium of this third idea the mind is now

competent to pronounce Judgment.

In the process of reasoning,

many ideas are usually required for the Intellect to come to a
conclusion on a problem.
There is yet another manner in which we can arrive at know
ledge; and that is from authority.

For very much of our know

ledge ere we relied upon some one else.

Be gives us information,

and we accept it as being true upon his word.
What is the object of the intellect?

"The object of the

intellect Is that whioh the intellect Is made to understand, or
know in a manner consistent with its own nature as a cognitive
faculty."2
1.
2.

This definition can be divided into four definite

Olenn, Orlterlology, pp. 89-90.
Ibid., p. 319.

phases.

In the first place, as we have already seen, being as

such is the formal object of the intellect,1

The adequate object

of the intellect is everything that has the character of being,
of thlng-neas.

We cannot think of anything except as a thing.

Even such abstract ideas as blindness, darkness, and nothing come
under the category of adequate objects of the intellect.

Though

these conoepts are actually an absence of being, yet we think of
them as being.

The proper objeot of the intellect is the essences

of material things conceived in universal.

This is the objeot

which the intellect seeks per se primo to know, i.e., it primarily
in Itself seeks truth.

Our senses gather the data about material

objects; while the intellect abstracts the essences and knows
them in universal,

The Indirect object of the intellect is that

which it attains through its proper object— the essence of supra*
senslle realities in universal and in Individual, and also the
essence of material reality in individual,2

Prom the understand

ing of the essences of material things we come to the knowledge
of suoh things as unity, truth, spirit, God,

In this regard let

us mention that we can prove the actual existence of spiritual
realities by the existence of the effects they produce,3
The question now comes up as to whether or not our knowledge
is valid, has certitude.
be an axiom of truth.

The validity of our knowledge seems to

The foregoing discussion of the general

principles of knowledge aeems to take for granted the validity
of knowledge.
1,
2,
3,

For if we did not admit of its validity, what would

Supra, p. 3,
of. Glenn, Psychology, p. 323.
The concept of causality will be considered shortly.

be the object In studying the cognitive process?
e-

Practically every one of us# with the exception of some philo
sophers, believes and takes for granted the fact that we know
things*

We are aware of objects outside the mind*

confirm their existence.

Our senses

Nature would be hypocritical were she

to provide us with senses which would give us illusions.

The

intellect abstracts ideas from the images the senses present as it
sees them.

The senses always present the true reality and the

intellect abstracts essences.

It is in our processes of judg

ment and reasoning that error may creep in.

But these processes

will give us true and certain knowledge (though Incomplete)# if
we use them sincerely and correctly} for the mind is made for
truth.
Yes# it is true that we cannot obtain complete knowledge
of most things*
of them*

But we can and do obtain an adequate knowledge

We need not know a thing fully and entirely in order to

get a valid cognition of it.

If that were true# then all know

ledge# except God's, would be false} and our intellect would be
purposeless.

We know things only relatively} but we know them

adequately.
Before we go on to the demonstrability of God's existence#
we mist examine causality.

We must know something about it be

fore we can understand St. Thomas's proofs for the existence of
God.
We arrive at the concept of causality as we do at any other
concept— by the abstractive power of our intellect.

We are aware

of the fact that we perceive phenomena come into exlstenoe# begin
to be# both internally and externally} and realise that these

beginnings roust have a something to acoount for them.
I m

aware that I get Ideas,

Something caused them.

Internally»
Externally,

I see that things change, that these are effects.
How every effect has its cause.

There is nothing here on

earth that exists or has existed that was not brought into exis
tence.

Little observation is required to see this,

w© experience cause and effect.
itself.

Every day

It 1$ as universal as reality

There are in actuality, as Aristotle discovered, four

divisions of causes:

material, formal, efficient, and final.

The material cause is that of which the things are made.
In the world of material reality every external object must be
composed of a certain piece of matter, as a block of marble, a
book, etc.
The formal cuase is that which gives a thing a particular
character, as the shape of a statue.

A sculptor can put a block

of marble into the form of a statue of Lincoln,

A vase is a vase

because it hue that particular shape or form.
The final cause is the purpose for which a thing is made or
done, the purpose or final end of an act or of a change.

The

sculptor produced the statue to earn some money; I read a book
to gain information.

Everything that Is done is done for an end,

a purpose.
"Efficient cause is a principle determining by its action
the existence of a contingent thing; it produces something.
The action of a cause always brings about en effect.

It is also

to be noted that the cause cannot give its effect any more per1.

Schumacher, The Khowableness of Ood, p, 85.

foction than it itself has.

An effect can be equal to its cause,

as father and son, and also can be inferior to it, as a man and a
clock.

There is no perfection in the effect whioh is not in the

cause*

We receive our knowledge of a cause through, its effects.

It therefore follows that the more w© know about the effect the
more we*11 know about the cause;and the more are the perfections
of the cause in the effect the greater will be our knowledge of
the cause.

"It is manifest that the causality of a cause and its

power is known in proportion to the number and greatness of its
known e f f e c t s * T h e more we know about the effects In the uni
verse, the more complete will be our knowledge of the Supreme
cause, whence all effects come*
Is there a God, and if there is, what is His nature?

Most

of us contend that there is a God without even questioning the
matter.

We are not here concerned with whether or not we can

know definitely by reason alone if Be exists.

Some have said that

God does not exist, some that the knowledge of Him is self-evi
dent, and others that His existence must be demonstrated.
A thing can be self-evident either in Itself, or self-evi
dent in itself and to us.

My own existence is a thing self-evi

dent in itself and to me.

The existence of God, since His essence

in His existence, is self-evident in itself, but not to us.

"The

existence of truth in general," saya St. Thomas, "is self-evident;
but the existence of a Primal Truth is not self-evident to us."2
My own consciousness affords ample proof that the existence of
God is not self-evident to me.
1.
2m

Therefore we must come to a

Contra Gentiles, I, III, o. 49.
Summa Theologica, I, q. 2, a. 1.

knowledge of God by the process of reasoning.
Cntologiam cannot give us any assurance that God exists.
It says that we know God from Intuition, that we are boro with
the idea of God in our soul.
theory false.

The consciousness of men proves this

Men do not know anything about God until they are

instructed about Him or reason Him out*

We cannot know God a

priori*
A famous attempt to prove the existence of God is the ontologioal argument of St. Anselm.

Descartes and Liebniz w*re also

staunch supporters of the argument*

The argument Is neither a

priori nor a posteriori for the nature of God may be eonsidered
as simultaneous with the existence of God.'*
Anselm starts with the idea of God and argues thuslyj
"Our Idea of God is that of a Being than whom no greater can be
conceived.

But that than whom no greater can be conceived cannot

be in the understanding alone, i.e., a mere idea which has no
reality apart from the mind, for if it were, and did not exist,
something greater than this could be ooncelved, namely a being
which had all that the first had and existence in addition, which
would thus be a Being greater than the greatest conceivable one"8
Therefore this Being, God, must exist in reality as well as in
the idea.
The argument sounds good and bears much weight with some
people.
out.

But it nevertheless has a flaw as St. Thomas pointed

He said, and rightly so, that we cannot go from the ideal

to the real.
1.
2*

The mere thinking of a Being does not prove its

of. MoGormiok, Natural Theology, p. 36.
Phillips, Modern Thomistic Philosophy, pp. 265-266.

existence.1

I could think of a perfect island in the Pacific#

but that wouldn't prove that it existed.
The only method of valid proof for the existence of Ood is
the a posteriori method, i.e., coming to a knowledge of Ood toy
observing and examining the things of nature and thereby coming
to the ultimate and final cause.

It is true that we cannot come

to a complete and comprehensible knowledge of God.

But that fact

does not invalidate any of the knowledge we can get of Him.

We

cannot completely comprehend the atom, the radio, or even our own
physical body.

But we do not therefore conolude that the little

knowledge we do have of them is invalid nor that these objects
do not therefore exist.

So it is with Ood.

Though we do not

have complete knowledge of God, we do not deny its validity and
His existence.

Moreover, we must admit and appreciate the great

power of our intellaot.

We human beings are in the realm of the

sensible and the material.
the medium of our senses.

All our knowledge is obtained through
Yet we have the power to transcend to

the idea of God, a pure spirit.

But ainoe we are thus in the or

der of the material, our knowledge deals chiefly with the mate
rial.

Therefore we must realise that it is only natural that we

cannot come to a comprehensive knowledge of God, the Being &hose
essence is His existence. He Who is.
St. Thomas admits, however, that there Is in man a natural
tendency to God.2

1.
8«

This Innateness must not be confused with

of. Siraa Theologica, I, q. 2, a. 1.
of# Ibid.

the innate idea theory which says that ideas are born within us.
This natural tendency* whloh Aquinas speaks of, is the desire in
man for unlimited happiness, the desire for complete and perfeot
happiness*

Every man, when he comes to the use of his reasoning

and inquires into things, sees the deficiency in things and has a
tendency to believe that there must be an order behind everything
whloh is perfeot and sublime.

Again it is seen even here that

this urge toward God arises originally from the senses, for they
inform us of reality.
Since we are finite human beings we must eventually conclude,
as the foregoing treatment has already shown, that we cannot corns
validly to a knowledge of

God by any theory of idealism.

All our

knowledge of any kind whatever first takes its rise in the senses.
The eplstemological treatment above has proven that we come to
know about things through their effects.
be demonstrated that God exists.
well.

In like manner it can

St. Thomas sums up this very

"V.hen an effect is better known to us than its cause,

from the effect we proceed to the knowledge of the cause.

And

from every effeot the existence of its proper cause can be demon
strated, so long as its effects are better known to us; because
since every effect depends upon its cause. If the effect exists,
the cause must pre-exist.
as it is not self-evident

Hence the existence of God, in so far
to us,can be demonstrated from those

of His effects which are known to us.”1
God is demonstrable through His manifestations.

Through

the principle of causality we see that every effect has its causa.
Then again every cause is the effeot of another cause, and so on.
1.

Summa Theologica, I, q. 2, a. 2

But this cannot go on forever ae Thomas * argument from efficient
causes shows.

Thus God's manifestations prove His existence.

Since the Perfect Being is so far above our finite natures,
it is easier to know what God is by knowing what he is not.3" Wo
know Him better in a negative manner.
we observe many imperfections.
fections.

In the beings in nature

But God cannot have any imper

Therefore, ae we even do to get the essences of material

things, we throw aside ell the imperfections, the non-essentials.
Whenever we define something or attach to it a term we limit it.
Since God is devoid of limitation, we can know Him better by
knowing what Be is not.
It is evident to us, however# that because of our human na
ture we must employ many terns and ideas to express the perfect
ness of God.

We can get a concept of God only piecemeal and by

the use of our senses.

In other words, we apply perfections to

God by way of analogy,

our senses inform our intellect of real

ity.

The intellect abstracts the essences and forms ideas.

reasoning process then goes to work forming other ideas.

Our

Sims

God must contain all perfections, the intellect applies the per
fections it perceives to God.

Every perfection our mind can con

ceive in things are also necessarily in God.

Even though our

intellection is imperfect, yet it can get a true concept of God,
as St* Thomas affirmsi ”Our intellect apprehends divine porfecGod
felons in/as they are in creatures, and as it apprehends them it
signifies them by names.

Therefore as to the names applied to

God, there are two things to be considered— vis., the perfections
1.

cf. Contra Gentiles, 1, c, 14.

whloh they signify* such as goodness* life* and the like* and
their mode of signification.al

Thus our knowledge of God is de

rived by way of our senses* by demonstration* by causality* by
remotion, and by analogy* as St. Thomas* fine metaphysical argu
ments will now attempt to show.
St. Thomas tells us that we cannot come to a knowledge of
God by the a priori method.
the idea of God.

We cannot know God merely through

The argument of St. Anselm is therefore in

valid since we cannot prove the existence of a thing by the mere
fact that we have an idea of that thing* as was shown by the
refutation above.
real.

It is Invalid to come from the ideal to the

St. Thomas proceeds to a knowledge of God by first per

ceiving the acts and the laws of nature.
acquire is the knowledge of realities.

The first knowledge we
Prom this knowledge we

see a unity in things and the relations between them.

It Is thus

that St. Thomas comes to his proofs of the knowledge of God*
Since we have a finite mind and cannot know God immediately* we
must take access to Him through analogy.
through His manifestations*

We come to know God

Every effect must have a cause. Thus

the manifestations which we realise and which cannot be explained
by finite causes alone mist be attributed to some supra mundane
being— God*

St. Thomas* in the main following Aristotle’s proofs

for the existence of a God* presents five arguments.

The very

nature of being itself warrants these*2
XI Siiiiaa Mmologioa, I* q. 13, a. 3*
2* It should be noted (though it may aoem superfluous to mention)
that the Angelic Doctor presents a far superior* and in no way
assumptive concept of God. And here wo prescind from his direct
us© of revelation. There is a superior Christian philosophy. Fur
ther we should remember that St. Thomas implicitly includes in
his writings at least two moral argumenta for the existence
of God.
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He uses a® his "first and most manifest" proof for the exis
tence of God the argument from motion,1

"That there Is motion

in the world is e certainty attested by experience."2

The term

"motion" Is her© used In a general sense and applies not only to
local motion but to every and all passing from potentiality to
actuality.

Movement In this broad sense cannot be explained only

by reference to the thing that Is moved.

For# " quidquid moveter

ab alio move tor", whatever Is moved is moved by another.

A thing

whioh is in actuality, i.e., a potentiality with at least some
perfection, did not come to be actual by reason of its own action.
A being cannot cause its own actuality.

Nor can a potential being

come to actuality by itself or by another potentiality*
must be a becoming attributed to an extrinsic mover•

There

For Garri-

gou-Lagrange says, "Becoming is the transition from potency to
act, from indeterminatlon to determination*

But the sufficient

reason for this transition is not to be found in the transition
itself, since It Is not unconditioned,"2

It of course m a t also

bo understood that that alone will become a reality which is capalb© of existing and which involves no contradictions.

Thus any

thing which can be moved and which has potentiality necessarily
requires a mover for it to be actualized.

But whatever is put

In motion must also in turn be put in motion by something else,
and that by another again, as for instance the propagation of the
human species.

St. Thomas tells us, "This cannot go on to In

finity, because than there would be no first mover, and, conse
quently, no other mover— seeing that subsequent movers only
move inasmuch as they are put in motion by the first moverj as
T.
2.

oF. 'Summa feeologioai" I, q. 2, a. 3.
Garrlgou-Lagrange, Gods His Existence and His Nature, p. 381.
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the staff only moves because it is put in motion by the hand*
Therefore it is neceseary to arrive at a first mover, an im
movable mover, put in motion by no other; end this everyone under
stands to be G o d * H ©

also «ays that it is not impossible for a

man to be generated by a man ab aeterno, i.e*, without there hav
ing been a first in this series of generations.

"But it is im

possible for motion to find its completely sufficient reason or
its first cause in a series of past movers, oven if the series
were ab aeterno, since each of these movers was himself put In
motion by another.

If this series Is eternal, or had no beginning,

it is eternally Insufficient, for it has not in itself a suffi
cient reason for existing.*2

There fore we see that it ie im

possible to explain the fact of motion unless we attribute its
beginning to a prime mover, who is not himself

set in motion by

a mover of a higher order.

is

This supreme mover

(Hals prime mover is immobile.

God.

By this we mean that Be is

act and has no need of being conditioned in order to act.
is His own activity; He is His own being.
Incapable of determination.

God

He crust be absolutely

He must be self-operative and so

self-existent.
From this argument from motion we conclude that the prime
mover must be:

(1) pure act, i.e., there is nothing potential

in him; (2) Infinitely perfect; (3) incorporeal and immaterial;
(4) intelligent; (5) omnipresent; (6) eternal; and (7) unique.3
The second proof4 is the argument from the nature of the
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sucaaa Theologica, I, q. 2, a. 3.
Garrigou-Lagrange, Gods His Existence and His Hafcure, p. 382.
Ibid., p. 287.
of. b u m a Theologica, X, q. 2, a. 3.

efficient cause*

There exists in the universe an order of sub

ordinated, or dependent, causality.

The metaphysical reality

which forms the basis of this proof is the subordinated oausallty
which wo can observe in the things surrounding ue.

We see every

where shout ue that there is cause and effect? end every agent
that is the efficient cause of an effect is itself in turn caused
toy another.

Every effect must have its cause*

Thus w© can say

that the principle of causality is a oeIf-evident principle.

AH

being is subordinated one to another? all being must attribute
its existence to some cause extrinsic to Itself.
be its own cause.

Nothing can

If a thing were its own efficient cause it

would be prior to itself.

But this is impossible.

We crust here distinguish between becoming and. being, which
is the terminus of becoming.

"Certain agents are the cause of

the becoming of their effect, but not directly of the being of
this effect. "*■ Becoming is an action whioh takes place once and
for all, as in the case where two parts of hydrogen unite with one
part of oxygen to form water.

Being is the nirtue by which the

water is water and remains in that state until a cause comes
along and changes it*

The cause of a thing's becoming must exist

at the thae of the thing's becoming, but need not exist there
after.

Thus a man can oe a cause in fieri but not in esse.

The

sustaining cause must exist in itself*
We have now seen that every cause must in turn depend on
some other cause*

But this cannot go on to infinity.

("Non est

possibile quod in causis efficientibus procedatur in Infinitum*")2

1*
2*

Oarrlgou-Lagrango, GodJ His Existence and His Nature, p* 289.
William Turner, History of Philosophy, p. 374.

The series of causes must terminate in an efficient cause which
is itself uncaused.

Therefore it is necessary to admit a first

«fflcient cause, to which we give the name of God.
The third argument*- is takes from possibility and. necessity*
namely, the proof based on contingency.

"Contingency means de

pendency; it is the converse of causality."2

It is seen that

there are In the world beings that are evidently contingent, that
3,s to say, that they can exist or not exist.

We observe that

acme beings do not exist forever, but, on the contrary, are b o m
to die.

Furthermore, science tolls us that there was a time when

no life at all existed on this earth end when the heavenly bodies
were not as they are now, but were in on© nebulous state.
It may also be well for us to bring in here the principle
of sufficient reason, for it underlies contingency.

It ©ays that

whatever exists must have a sufficient reason for its existence.
Ihe principle is self-evident.

Unless beings had a reason for

their existence. It would be Impossible to explain them.

But

contingent beings do not need complete sufficient reason in them
selves.

Since they are contingent they owe their existence to

another being at least equal or superior to them.5

"That which

has not a sufficient reason for it® existence in itself, must
have this reason in something else*

And this other being, in

the final analysis, must exist of and by itself, for if it were
of the same nature or contingent beings, far from explaining the
others, it would not be able to explain itself.**4
We observe in nature that beings are possible to be and not
2.

Q-f"'Sum*» '
"®ooIogloa,":
a. 3....
Glenn, Theodicy, p. 68.
of. koCormiok, Hatural Theology, pp. 45-46.
Garrigou-Iagrango, Gods His Existence and His Hature, p. 293.

«25to be by the fact that beings are generated and then corrupted*
Everything that comes into being must also necessarily give
to other beings.

Everything can cease to exist,

cease to exist must at one time not have existed*

sray

But what can
If this prin-

iple ia drawn back far enough we Must necessarily come to a

I

eing which could never not have existed.

For it is quite evi

dent that something must be the cause of the beginning of contingant beings.
°It is impossible for corruptible beings always
to exist» for that which is possible not to be at seme
time is not. Therefore* if everything is possible not
to be* then at one time there could have been nothing
in existence. How if this were time, oven now there
would be nothing in existence* because that which does
not exist only begins to exist by something already
existing, therefore If at one time nothing was in
existence* it would have been impossible for anything
to have begun to exist; and thus even now nothing would
be in existonce— which is absurd* Therefore* not all
beings are merely possible* but there must exist some
thing the existence of which is necessary* But every
necessary thing either has its necessity caused by an
other, or not. Now it is Impossible to go on to in
finity in necessary things which have their necessity
caused by another* as has already been proved in re
gard to efficient causes. Therefore we cannot but
postulate the existence of some being having of it
self its own necessity* and notreceiving it from
another* but rather causing in others their necessity,”1
This necessary being ia not the sum total

beings.

of contingent

No matter how great may bo the number of finito beings*

they can never equal the Infinite, no more so than can a great
‘
number of idiots equal an intelligent man.
Neither is the necessary Being the law of contingent beings*
because law itself depends fox1 its existence upon contingent be
ings.
Neither is the necessary Eeing a substance common to all
1*

Buiurn Theologica* I, q, 2* a. 3

-28phenomona.

This would to© Pantheism*

God must be ail perfection,

devoid of imperfections; since He ie the necessary Being, E&
daranot toe subject to change.
The fourth argument*1, both proves God’s existence and shows
His perfection.

It Is taken from the gradation found In things

«nd views creatures
ly, toe called

Inthe light of what may, at least analogous

their formal cause.

of different beings*
tion than others:
and the like*

The universe is a hierarchy

Some of these beings possess noro perfec

some arc more and some less good, true, noble,

There is a continuous grade of perfection from

that of inert natter to that of a human being.

Each higher grade

of toeing can toe said to toe more perfect than the one below it.
Yet we can apply the term Mgcod" to any toeing which possesses a
d oreperafcively complete perfection in toeing that being,

ire unity and
”How, we

bo also

truth of varying degrees.
apeak of different things aa more or lass perfect,

Jo cording to the varying degrees in which they approach that whioh
s the most perfect, and the cause of the others.1,2

In fact, in

hia Contra Gentiles, St* Thomas says, ^whatever belongs to a
thing toy Its very nature, and has not been caused by it, cannot
belong to it in an Imperfect manner.*®

How all beings which come

under our observation have Imperfection In them.

Ho thing we

an see possesses the sum total of all that Is good.

A being

which h&o inperfectIons cannot possess Its goodness of and by
itself*

And so every imperfect being must be caused since it Ie

composite of different qualities; and St. Thomas telle us that
of. Summa Theologica, 1, q. 2, a. 3.
Garrigou-Lagrang©, Ood* His Existence end Els Uature, p. 386.
Contra Gentiles, X, XI., oh. 15.

-27things whloh aro different in themselves cannot unit© of them
selves,

We also see that the greater cannot proceed from the

ess•

A cause can produce things whloh have the perfections of

5

that cause* but no more.

But there Is no cause visible to us

which contains all perfection#

Therefore there must be a First

Supreme Cause* which 1« absolutely perfect* free from all imperoction* and absolutely simple* self-subsisting* unlimited* and

I

nflnitely perfeot.

This Supreme Being is, therefore* trans

cendental, really and essentially distinct from the universe*
Perhaps the clearest and most conclusive of the arguments
for the existence of God is the fifth.1
design and finality.
act for an end*

It Is the one based on

On lookingabout us we observe that beings

'Ve see that the things which lack intelligence

sot for an end and always, or nearly always* In a certain way#
She wonderful design of the heavenly bodies Is truly magnificent*
The forces controlling them are such that these great bodies move
in their orbits with enormous speed and in perfeot harmony.

Like-

wise do organic structures, plants and animals, act In accordance
o certain laws*

Everything which acts, doee so for a purpose,

he wonderful and delicate structure of the cell* the eye* the
ear is definitely for a set function#

Instinct In animals causes

them to act marvelously Intelligently.

The bird needs no In

struction to build a neat or return North in the Spring after a
winter1s vaoatlon In the South,
St# Thomas points out that the agents of the irrational order
usually always act In a way designed to obtain that which best
agrees with their nature.
1#

Nor doee anything act in vain* though

of# Surma Theologica* I* q# 2* a, 3.

-28it may apparently seem so to a certain extent.

Thus we see de

sign in everything— both organic and inorganic being.

"How,

where there is design, there is an end to be served by the thing
designed; there is a thing for it to do.
end, there is a direction to the end.
to an end there is government.

And where there is an

And where there is direc

Government is manifest in the

«orId.
"Deny the government of the world, deny design and purpose
i» things, deny structural and functional direction and tendency,
and you assert a theory of chance."1

But chance is accident and

cannot be the cause of what happens always and according to na
ture.

If things would act merely from chance, there would be no

regular order and definite laws under which things act.

It Is

absurd to say that chance could be the oause of such a fine
mechanism as a wrist-watoh, or the eye, etc.

Only an eternal

intelligent being could be the cause of the wonders of nature and
give « * . design and finality.
Irrational beings cannot tend towards an end, unless they
$re directed by an intelligence, as the arrow is shot to the mark
by the archer.

Ho Irrational being has any consciousness of the

end toward whloh it is tending.

Therefore only an intelligent

toeing can direct them to a purpose.

Thus there is a Supreme In-

J el ligent Being, a First Designer, an Almighty Director— God.
The ultimate goal of man is this Supreme Being.

"Han tends,

by the whole force of his rational nature, to lay hold of and
andiessly possess the Supreme end Infinite Good, and to find therein
1.

Glenn, Theodicy, p. 76.

-29his supreme happiness.b1

Men has naturally the constant urge to

seek perfect happiness and is therefore a failure unless he attains
it.

But this happiness can he attained only from and in the

Supreme Being.

Therefore Ood must and does exist.

Such are the five proofs for the existence of Ood.

There

ire also other proofsI hut they can all he easily reduced to the

r

e five.

Only very hrief mention need he here given of them,

moral proof is the one based on man’s responsibility.

human being has the oonoept of right and wrong.

Every

His conscience

tells him so.

But this fact of responsibility must have a pur

pose in view.

This sense of morality Mist come from and be dir

ected to a Supreme Being* who is morality Himself.

Another proof

for Ood’s existence is that from the historical faot that man
alwaya has from time immemorial believed in a Ood or gods.

There

Were and are exceptions! but the general rule is that man always
believed in some being superior to himself* although vague the
urge may have been*

Various other minor proofs are also extant.

But the truly conclusive ones are the five metaphysical proofs of
St. Thomas.
So it is that we say that we can come to a knowledge of Ood
by the a posteriori method* that is* by examining the things Ood

:

s caused and then by induction arriving to that Ood* who causes,
can thereby* as proven in the five arguments* oome to a know

ledge of Ood by our unaided reason alone.

However, since various

objections have been forwarded denying that man can come to know
Ood by mere reasoning* let ue examine scone of the erroneous doc
trines whioh oome under the heads of Traditionalism, Pideism, and
1.

Glenn* Theodicy* p. 80.

Agnosticism,
"Traditionalism is that philosophical system whloh makes
tradition the supreme criterion and rule of certitude."

Accord

ing to this teaching* human reason is of itself radically unable

mental truths.

Hence, our first act of knowledge must be an act

of faith* based on revelation.

We cannot come to this knowledge

by our reason alone* says the traditionalist.

t

stance of God is undemonstrable.

Consequently the

This revelation of funda-

tals is transmitted to us through society by tradition.

We

thus know that God exists by the general agreement of mankind.
If the only certain knowledge can be that of authority*

how are we first going to know that the one speaking* is authori
tative?

We would first have to show that God is endowed with

authority.
Son.
ed.

This we cannot do except by our light of natural rea-

And even before that we would have to prove that God exist
Xt is therefore readily seen how falaclous the argument of

the traditionalist is.

Our own consciousness tells us that we

<^an come to certitude by reason as well as by revelation.

"Author

ity cannot of itself be the supreme criterion or rule of oertitude.
for* inorder to be a rule of certitude* it must first be known
Or valid* competent and legitimate* and reason must have ascer
tained this before it is entitled to our assent."1
Xt is true that we cannot come to as complete and definite
wledge of God by reason as by revelation* since we ere finite
ngs; nevertheless* we can come to a satisfactory knowledge
Sufficient for our salvation.
1.

Article on "Traditionalism"* Catholic Encyclopedia.

31A teaching of de Bonald says that language* since it is

essential to man* was not developed in him* but was directly
created in him by Ood.

He says words express ideas; and man

necessarily needs words to think and know.
that Ood gave revelation to man in words.

Consequently he says
But we maintain that

words are merely terms to express our thoughts and do not of them
selves contain thoughts.

The diversity of tongues demonstrates

this.
Another anti-intellectualistie theory of knowing God* whioh
is close akin to Traditionalism* is that of Fideism.

Fideism Is

a. system of philosophy or an attitude of mind* which* denying the
power of unaided human reason to reach certitude* asserts that
the fundamental act of human knowledge consists in an act of
faith* and the supreme criterion of certitude is authority.
The extreme fldeiste say that human reason cannot of itself
roach certitude in regard to any truth whatever; while others say
that this applies only to the fundamental truths of metaphysics*
religion* and morality.

Fidelam asserts that authority has its

Ultimate foundation in divine revelation* preserved and trans
mitted through society and manifested by tradition* common sense
or some other agent of a social character.

Tims* according to

the fideist* we can know Ood only by a vague personal impulse and
from authority.
In the refutation of this
radltionalism.

ism

we revert to that used against

We repeat that authority* in order to be a motive

of assent* must be previously acknowledged as being certainly
valiid.

Before we can know Ood reveals* we have to be certain of

f s existence.

But this ultimately requires an intellectual assent

biased cm objective evidence.

Thus we must again base cur Thelstle

knowledge on sensible reality*
Let us conclude this refutation by quoting from Bautaln*
"Human reason is able to prove with certitude the existence of
.

God? faith» a heavenly gift» is posterior to revelation» and
therefore cannot be properly used against the atheist to prove
the existence of God;” and "The use of reason precedes faith»
and» with the help of revelation and grace» leads to it*"1
Here we have seen two theories (or are they two philosophi
cal states of mind?)» whloh maintain that God can be known by
Us*

In fact» they say that we cannot deny His existence since

He revealed Himself to us at the very time of our oreation*

But

we have shown that their (the Fideiet and the Traditionalist)
approach is fallacious*

A philosophy which is practically oppo

site to that of the above two is Agnosticism*

This is a philoso

phical theory which limits the extent and validity of knowledge*
lit is somewhat like skepticism in that it simply does not know
slny ultimate reality or first principles*
ape the manifestations of reality*

All that it admits of

When we ask the agnostic as

to the existence of God* he merely answers» "I don't know*"
sn't deny God* nor does he admit of God*

r

He

Thus fundamentally

can be called a skeptical atheist*
Various phases of Agnosticism have been and are yet in

vogue.

"Agnosticism as a general term in philosophy is fre

quently employed to express any oonsolous attitude of doubt*
denial, or disbelief* towards some* or even all* of man's powers
of knowing or objects of knowledge*"2
1*
2»

In modern philosophy,

of* artiole on "Fldeism", Catholic Encyclopedia*
Article on "Agnosticism", Catholic Encyclopedia*

Agnosticism is described as those theories whioh limit human know
ledge to the denial of the constitutional ability of the mind to
know reality and conclude with the recognition of an intrinsically
Unknowable.

Recent Agnosticism tends very much to became just

plain Atheism.

It says that it is Impossible to know God even

through revelation.
On examining agnosticism we can readily see that it is quite
intolerable.
say»

It Is self-contradictory.

For how can one sensibly

nX know nothing, not even that I know nothing.”

It Is im

possible to construct theoretically a self-consistent scheme
of total nescience, doubt, and unbelief, for the mind, In order
o prove its own incompeteney, would have to assume the capability
f doing so.

Thus the agnostic is defeated on his own grounds.

The type of agnostic who says he knows only manifestations
of things, as does Spencer, is likewise readily defeated.
festations imply reality.

If there are manifestations of things#

there must be things to manifest themselves.
Applied to God.

Mani

So also can this be

The principle of causality shows that the mani

festations of things must proceed from things.
an effect there is a cause.

Where there is

As St. Thomas has proved, all causes,

n turn, must of necessity come from a one first cause.^

}

There-

ore w® can know not only that God Is, but also what He Is.

All

the perfections manifested in the things on earth must be in the

First Cause*

We can know God by our reasoning faculty.

Our senses

tell us about external reality; while our intellect abstracts
essences and so reasons with certitude that there is a Ood.
Atheism
1.

need not be discussed at length here, for what has

cf. Surama Theologica, 1, q* 2, a. 3.
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t

before has already disproved It,

The five arguments of St,

a, given above, prove quite conclusively that there is a God

iind eo prove that Atheism is false.

Ho sincere person, if he

wishes to remain sincero, can remain in total Ignorance of Ood
for a very long tiro,

Han's intellect, since it is endowed by

God, must at some time come to a knowledge of Him,
How that we have surveyed the Thomistio approach to a know
ledge of Ood, and have seen the reasons adduced as proof, we are
ready for a brief summary.

We have seen how one cones to a true

end valid knowledge of God,

We have seen first of all how we

come to knowledge in general,

Then in particular have wo seen

that our quest for the ultimate also must begin with sensible
things.
strated.

We have shown that the existence of God can be demon
Further, we have actually and conclusively proved that

God exists*

In this demonstration we have presented the five

Metaphysical arguments of St, Thomas Aquinas,

Finally, we have

examined various false theories concerning the existence and knowableneaa of God,
By way of parenthesis let us add that the philosophy of 3t,
omas not only directs us to a knowledge that God is but also
fcio some knowledge what He is.
attributes of God.

Here of course we refer to the

An attribute is a quality or character as

cribed to, or inherent in, a person or thing.

We arrive at the

knowledge of an attribute by observing the manifestations of a
tiling,

since every manifestation has in it a quality and since

the manifestation comes from some being, the being manifesting
contains these qualities.

The principle of causality shows that

any perfection which is in the effect must also be in the oause.
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Prom the manifestations of God we com© to a knowledge of His
attributes.

BBy the Divine Attributes we mean those perfections

that, in our limited understanding, must be predicated of God
Sf.& though they were distinct qualities which, by natural necess-

ity, follow from and characterise the Divine Essence Itself.
We do not conceive of God»© attributes as constituting Hia

essence, hut as resulting from it.
God in an analogical way.

We attribute perfections to

In created things essence and attri

butes are not only dietlnot concepts, but also distinct realities,
but in God essence and attributes are identical— the one la the
other*

Our finite minds do not, however, allow u© to think of

God*s essence and attributes as being one.

We must think of Godfs

ttrlbutes as being separate identities.
We have seen that God is Being.
am Who am."

He Himself has said, ”1

He is the ultimate Being of all beings.

The prin

ciple of causality and the principle of contradiction shows that
ultimately all things end in God.
oth transcendent and immanent.

3

eing.

He is the One Being Who is
Ho is the supernatural spiritual

Therefore, since He Is ultimate perfection, all perfeo-

ons are in Him ©nd in Him simultaneously.

I

Strictly speaking

are not concise when we speak of God as having goodness, wis

dom, simplicity, power, etc.

What we should say is that He is

goodness, is wisdom, is simplicity, is Intelligence, etc.
in God all things are one*

He is Identity Itself.

For

His intelli-

nce Is His will, HI® omnipotence, His wisdom, Hia truth; His

t

Ity is His goodness, His Justice, His Intelligence.

1.

Glenn, Theodicy, p. 144.

We could
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tilm u go on indefinitely in showing the identity in God*

He does

not Have attributes; He Is His attributes*
Jo concludes
Isom thing*
philosophy*

the God of reason is not a vague, indefinable

Much less is Ho the "absolute" of modern contemporary
He Is the all-powerful personal creator, distinct

from the universe, but the end of all things.

May the Godless,

the racialist, and all those who would seek an end for man with
in the individual or in humanity heed the words of the psalmist*
"Holite fieri sicut equus et mulus, qulbus non eat intellectus*"
Psalm 31, verse 9*
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